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Featured articles and news

Circadian rhythms

BRE research finds dynamic LED lighting can significantly
improve alertness.

Which is the greener form
of heating?
Electric heating edges
ahead of gas boilers.

Late payment
37% of SMEs suffer mental
health problems due to pay
issues.

Design chill and design
freeze
Introducing design controls
in the gateway process.

Procurement routes
How many can you name?
32 anyone?

Improving industry efficiency

Carbon, productivity and retrofitting digital into existing
infrastructure.

 

Around the web

SCN, Mar 5
Green light for Forth Bridge
visitor centre and bridge
walks.

tci, Mar 5
MPs call for tighter silica
dust exposure limits.

UKGBC, Mar 5
Councils want the power to
cut carbon emissions from
housebuilding.

GCR, Mar 4
Female Irish duo win 2020
Pritzker Prize.

tci, Mar 4
Chris Packham launches a
crowdfunding challenge to
HS2.

Historic England, Mar 4
Consultation opens on tall
buildings advice.

Construction Enquirer,
Mar 4
First waste plastic to
hydrogen plant approved.

BIM+, Mar 3
Why women face
challenges in the digital
world.
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knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you.
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